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2:15 p.m.   Salon C 
 

Chairs: A. W. Brian 
  G. E. McGill 
 
2:15 p.m. Starukhina L. V. *   Kreslavsky M. A.  

Is It Possible to Detect Magnetic Materials on Venus with Bistatic Radar Probing? [#1956] 
On plains, bistatic radar is sensitive to the presence of magnetite at ~20% level. On highlands, bistatic 
radar can test the hypothesis of the ferrimagnetic Curie point as the cause of the “upper snowline”. 
 

2:30 p.m. Basilevsky A. T. *   Head J. W. III 
Airfall Crater Deposits on the Surface of Venus:  Do We See Them in the Venera Panoramas? [#1133] 
The layered rocks seen at the Venera panoramas may be the airfall deposits derived from impact crater 
ejecta. If so, the deep-seated rocks (plutonic, plains basement) may be part of the material 
geochemically analyzed by the Venera-Vega landers. 
 

2:45 p.m. Kiefer W. S. *   Swafford L. C.  
Rift System Architecture on Venus [#1607] 
Devana Chasma is an extensional rift system on Venus. It differs from the East African Rift on Earth 
due to the relative importance of full graben rather than half-graben and in the presence of long, 
closely spaced, parallel rift basins. 
 

3:00 p.m. Young D. A. * 
Constraints on Deformation Belt Evolution on Venus [#2129] 
Geological mapping of deformation belts near Aphrodite Terra indicate that belt formation may not  
be connected to planitia evolution. 
 

3:15 p.m. Brian A. W. *   Smrekar S. E.    Stofan E. R.  
An Admittance Survey of Large Volcanoes on Venus:  Implications for Volcano Growth [#1318] 
We have surveyed the admittance signatures of 33 large volcanoes on Venus to determine the 
lithospheric properties beneath these features and constrain the conditions that govern their growth. 
 

3:30 p.m. Cooper C. M. *   Lenardic A.    Nimmo F.    Moresi L.  
Crustal Thickening Above a Convecting Mantle with Application to Venus and Mars [#1652] 
It has been suggested that highlands on Venus have formed via crustal thickening over mantle 
downwellings. To evaluate the physical plausibility of this hypothesis, we explore a simplified system 
of chemical layer thickening above a convecting mantle. 
 

3:45 p.m. Ivanov M. A. *   Head J. W. III 
Geological Mapping of Venus:  Interpretation of Geologic History and Assessment of “Directional” 
and “Non-Directional” Models [#1237] 
Results of geological mapping in four USGS quadrangles and within a circumglobe geotraverse at 
30°N are reported. The interpreted stratigraphic record allows assessment the applicability of end-
member models of Venus’ geologic history. 
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4:00 p.m. McGill G. E. *   Campbell B. A.  
Ages of Venusian Ridge Belts Relative to Regional Plains [#1143] 
The directional model for the crustal evolution of Venus involves a single global compressional event 
that formed ridge belts. This study uses relative ages and radar backscatter to determine if all ridge 
belts necessarily formed at the same time. 
 

4:15 p.m. Hansen V. L. *   Young D. A.  
Plumes as a Mechanism for Equilibrium Resurfacing of Venus [#1627] 
End member hypotheses catastrophic- and equilibrium-volcanic-resurfacing fall short in addressing 
Venus’ crater database, and both assume crater removal by burial. We propose an alternative 
hypothesis that includes crater destruction by annealing. 
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